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1. From Byron to Botany - A late-Georgian/early Victorian woman’s 

commonplace book / album.  

Approximately 265 pages, with perhaps 80 unused, these interspersed. 

26.5cm x 21cm. The earliest dated entry is from 1827 and the latest 1848, 

with most from the 1830s. There is a page with an 1826 watermark. The 

album is firmly bound in Morocco, elaborately tooled and gilt decorated, 

with gilt to all page edges and blue endpapers. The front endpaper has 

been removed, probably to conceal the identity of the original owner, 

though the identity could perhaps be elucidated from the initials and 

signatures within. It is firmly bound. Externally there is some slight 

rubbing, a few bumps and some light marking. The earlier portion of the 

album is dominated by poetry, mottos and extracts, including poems by 

Byron and lines found in his bible. There are at least half a dozen 

contributors, though most are written in the same hand. One poem by a contributor is titled: “Lines written and 

addressed to Miss L…. G……. on her requesting the author to contribute something to her album.”. There are perhaps 



fifteen sketches and watercolours, including an accomplished drawing of Lady 

Hamilton. The album is not ordered entirely chronologically but at least 

partially so, and towards the rear the emphasis shifts from romantic poetry 

and contributions from (presumably) fascinating young men towards an 

interest in botany and the natural world, including a page of feathers and 

perhaps 30 pages of leaves and ferns, some annotated. There is also a page of 

seals and crests. A particularly fine example of a commonplace book, compiled 

by and indicating the range of intellectual, social, aesthetic and moral interests 

of a woman of high social status in the late-Georgian and early Victorian 

period, spanning slightly over 20 years of her life.  

£600 

 

2. An Extraordinary Collection of Private Girls Boarding School Magazines, 1920 – 1955.  

A collection of material, much of it kept by and presented back to Crofton Grange School by its co-founder and first 

headmistress, Mary Alice Lyster(1862 – 1950), who ran the establishment with her sister, Elizabeth Hester 

Lyster(1865 – 1942) from 1900 until her retirement in 1930. The school appears to have ceased to exist in 1964, it 

moved several times in the intervening 64 years, including from Orpington to Hamels Park, Buntingford in 1935. 

Comprising, 4 bound volumes of the official Old Girls Magazine, 1920 – 1945, complete, in its various incarnations as 

Magazine, Journal and News-letter. All inscribed by Mary Alice Lyster. And, 11 bound volumes of The School 

Magazine, 1930 – 1955, a continuous run of original manuscript material, totalling roughly 4000 sheets, contributed 

by the pupils.  

The former publication representing a slowly shifting, continuously maintained network of women across 25 years, 

many of whom were in positions of influence, both in British society and in the wider context of the British Empire. 

The latter, also spanning 25 years a decade advanced, shows both the fairly constant features and concerns of 



boarding school life, but also provides a shifting, colourfully kaleidoscopic 

perspective of a frequently dismissed group of society (i.e. young and teenage 

girls), on a particularly tumultuous period in history, from the Great 

Depression, through WW2, into the beginning of The Cold War and the social 

and cultural revolutions of the mid-twentieth century. 

The collection also includes a photograph album, which looks to date from the 

period before the First World War, with Mary’s initials in gilt to the front 

board (which is detached), containing black and white and sepia toned photos 

of the school grounds, teachers and pupils, 136 in total according to a pencil 

note at the front of the album. Also, a vellum bound illuminated manuscript 

presented to Mary and Elizabeth in 1921 on the occasion of the school’s 21st 

birthday, and a similar leather bound manuscript presented upon their 

retirement in 1930, both listing old girls and teachers names.  

(More detailed descriptions of the magazines and journals are below.) 

£3,000 

Proceeding chronologically, following the photo album, there is the 

complete 12 issue run of The Crofton Magazine, 1920 – 1927. 

Approximately 404 pages + illustrated plates, covers and blanks. 

Bound in green cloth with gilt lettering to the spine, with the covers 

retained for all issues. It is Mary Alice Lyster’s copy, with a 

presentation inscription from her to the front endpaper dated 1930, 

and some minor ink annotations and additions throughout. This was 

the first attempt at a school magazine for Old Croftonians, containing 

some fascinating articles and insights, which include detailed and quite 

harrowing accounts of experiences during WW1 as a V.A.D. in 

Salonika, also opinions on the emergence of German passenger 

Zeppelins in peacetime, after their role in bombing Britain during the 

conflict. There are descriptions of trips to the continent very shortly 

after the conflict describing the mood and condition of the inhabitants 

in places such as Lucerne and Rheims, as well as later “impressions of 

the battlefields” from the mid-1920s. A discussion on the merits of 

the Girl Guide movement, ski-ing or lacrosse might be followed by an eye-witness account of the 1916 Easter Rising 

in Dublin. There are also details of lives made by former pupils in all parts of the British Empire, marriages, 

competitions and reports on the progress of current pupils in games, music and drama, and long lists of names and 

addresses of Old Croftonians. It’s an entertaining and informative publication, ambitious in its scope and attractively 

produced. 



Next, 2 volumes of ‘The Crofton Journal’, 1928 – 1939, a complete run 

comprising 11 issues. 745 pages approx. + illustrated plates, covers and 

blanks. Both volumes with lengthy inscriptions from Mary Lyster presenting 

the volumes to the school “on the occasion of its 40th Birthday” on May 

18th 1940. The Journal is a longer, more professionally produced 

continuation of the Magazine which it replaced, including the addition of 

glossy black and white photographic plates. It follows the same basic format 

as the previous publication, but adds some longer articles, such as Miss 

Elliott’s piece in issue No. 5 regarding the first Women’s Settlements in 

Southwark, a Victorian social movement funded by Cambridge Colleges for 

Women to allow women from the “leisured classes” to go and live in poor 

neighbourhoods and try and improve the lot of the inhabitants. In issue No. 

6 Old Croftonian, Dorothy Pauline Etlinger, a noted mathematician and 

economist, gives a long first-hand account of her experiences at The London 

Monetary and Economic Conference of 1933, an important international 

event to discuss how to deal with the effects of The Great Depression, which was attended by delegates from 66 

nations. Also of note, is a sketch tale of a world tour on a tight budget by Claudia Parsons in the final issue, which 



was eventually expanded to a successful book titled ‘Vagabondage’, published in 1941. There are amusing vignettes, 

such as Doreen Bent’s description of Wimbledon 1934, at which she umpired. With further lighter entertainment in 

the form of original short fiction, including some fairy stories. In issue 10 from 1938 the long list of former pupils’ 

names and addresses has been extensively, almost comprehensively, annotated with the women’s’ full first names, 

expanding on the standard format of surname and initial, in what appears to be Mary Lyster’s hand. The final issue of 

the Journal from March 1939 is scattered with a mixture of hopeful remarks that Neville Chamberlain has averted 

the outbreak of war, along with discussions of the ways various women are planning to contribute to any potential 

conflict, whether in billeting refugees, or assisting with Air Raid Precautions. 

Completing the printed publications is a bound volume of The Crofton 

Grange News-letter, 1940-1945, six issues. 347 pages approx. + covers and 

blanks. Presumed to be the complete run. Produced by the Women’s 

Printing Society, Ltd. This is the publication that replaced the Crofton 

Journal, it is inscribed by former headmistress, Mary Lyster to the school in 

April 1946, and appears to be a bound set of her own copies – she is the 

“compiler” of the newsletter, at an advanced age, in the absence of anybody 

else to do the job. The opening issue notes that in the absence of a more 

substantial replacement for the Journal: “they hope this unambitious 

CROFTON GRANGE NEWS-LETTER will be acceptable as a temporary 

substitute. It will collect all available items of news of Crofton war-time 

activities.”. It is a serious, drab looking publication, each issue in 

undecorated green wraps, simply lettered, with the extravagance of illustrations removed.  

The volume does as it promises, and describes the extraordinary variety of war work and service taken on by a large 

group of women, connected only by their schooling, and geographically widely distributed, but all of whom kept 

loosely in touch with one another during the conflict by this “unambitious” privately published newsletter. The early 

days of the war provide a sense of the dramatic change the women’s lives were undergoing, evacuees, providing 

billeting for officers and soldiers, patrolling in pairs during the black outs, office work etc. Bridget Fell remarks: “We 

have been very busy with A. R. P. and St. John work, etc. One of my duties has been to help demonstrate a fearsome 

contraption in which babies are to be put as a precaution against gas. The wretched infant suffocates if the mother 

fails to pump in air, which I’m sure in the agitation of the moment a lot will forget to do!”. Anne Lanyon has joined the 

R.A.F. and describes the hardships of a P.T. Camp: “about 1000 women all billeted in army huts, with one bath 

between every four huts! […] so the bath house is a glorious sight at 6.15 every morning where you see frantic nude 

women struggling for possession of a wash basin.”. Anne Fearfield has: “been driving lorries, ambulances, etc., for the 

army.”. The second issue covers 1940 to early 1941, the Blitz period, the sense of stress is palpable, reports of 

husbands and fiancés becoming prisoners of war, and bombed out homes in London and Liverpool. In order to print 

the sheer volume of contributions it runs to 103 pages, 40 more than the first issue and more than twice the length 

of the subsequent issues, which were restricted by costs and paper rationing. In issue 3, 1942, the U.S. entry into the 

conflict is being felt, and Vera Hedderwick writes: “We have hundreds of Americans near by, ‘tough guys’ said to 



come from Texas, and they do add a touch of romance to our drab lives as they swagger into town in brilliant red and 

green and yellow checked shirts and waist high boots.”. No. 4 from 1943 records the death of Mary Lyster’s sister 

and co-founder of the school, Elizabeth, with an emotional 3-page tribute to her life and work. By No. 5, 1944, war 

has become routine: “The rest of us are busy with our usual war-time jobs.”, there’s mention of the lack of maids 

meaning more housework to be done. The final issue published in August 1945, covers mid-1944 – approximately VE 

Day in May 1945, but there seems no sense that the war in totality will be over any time soon, and we as readers 

aren’t privy to the women’s response to the news of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which 

they must have received around the time they were reading this issue. 

Lastly there is ‘The School Magazine’, 11 bound volumes covering 

1930 – 1955, approximately 4000 sheets. These are the original 

pupil’s manuscript and artistic contributions, with the early volumes 

also containing more formal typed descriptions of school activities. It is 

unclear whether a printed School Magazine was produced from these 

originals. 

Regular themes by successive generations of girls include: horses & 

ponies and reaction to the passing seasons, with accompanying 

sketches and watercolours of varying detail and accuracy, some very 

good. Spiritual matters, Christian and otherwise, occur quite 

frequently. Perhaps next most prevalent is an interest and commentary 

on the changing fashions, the artwork for these is generally of a much 

higher standard, indicating that these are the contributions of the 

older girls of the school.  

One of the more famous alumni of the school, the author, Rose 

Tremain contributes one of the better fashion sketches, and her 

recently published memoirs provides some insight into life at the 

school in the post-war period, which she evocatively and 

unromantically describes as smelling of: “flesh – of unwashed 

armpits, dirty hair and menstrual blood.”. Though she does also 

tell of a crush she and a fellow pupil had on one of the young 

mistresses of the school, and credits the competitive creative 

environment with helping to develop her talent as a writer.  

There is some political satire and commentary on economic 

matters, particularly around the time of General Elections, as 

well as witty cartoons critiquing modern architecture. There are 

also literary efforts, including poetry, plays and short stories 

which are generally illustrated, some of them supernatural and 



quite grisly. There are some extraordinarily evocative images of day-to-day school life, e.g. “The Medicine Queue” on 

a week day and on Sunday. There are games, puzzles and quizzes. Also, many fantastical, often beautiful artworks 

unconnected with any particular period or subject. 

Perhaps of most note are the volumes spanning WW2, showing how the young girls responded to the times, whether 

unpatriotically, informatively, humorously, or just baldly noting the effects of war. “The Changing Face of Britain, 

Sunday Afternoons at Crofton Grange”, is a stark depiction of stick-thin(Rose Tremain is uncomplimentary about 

both quantity & quality of food provided at the school!) young girls on a sofa, in the second image they are going 

about their usual activities of sewing or reading but all wearing gas masks. “Even Bears” by a younger pupil is a 

heart-breaking six panel contribution from 1943 showing a young bear helping the war effort in various ways. A map 

titled “In Ten Years” is particularly grim, showing the world turned fascist, each country renamed and adorned with a 

swastika, and interestingly ‘German West Asia’ devoted almost entirely to “Jewish Concentration Camps”, showing 

that the young girls were already aware of reports of the early stages of the holocaust in 1940, and not at all 

confident of an eventual Allied victory.  

The perception of the threat of war in late 1938 and spring 1939 appears even greater than that shown by the Old 

Girls in their publication, the satirical cartoons, commentary and songs begin appearing around the time of the 

Munich agreement, and become more frequent into 1939, with perhaps a dozen contributions from different pupils.  



A long description, but really failing to do justice to the scope and extent of the material on offer, all of which 

combines to provide a remarkably detailed and organic depiction of the lives of young girls and women of a certain 

class during a crucial and dynamic period of change in their roles and place in British society. From the end of the 

First World War, through the reflection & hope of the 1920s, the depression and fear of the 1930s, the privations 

and hard work, often uncelebrated, during WW2, the post-war period of re-building and the early Cold War, still 

under rationing and war-time restrictions. 

 



3.  Tuckwell, Henry Maurice Surtees – A remarkable collection of 18 Everyday, Horticultural & Wartime 

Diaries, 1st August 1938 – 9th October 1951, with the Diary of Rosa Surtees Tuckwell, circa 1895 – 1898..  

Eighteen diaries, handily numbered 1 – 18, with entries 

covering approximately 2822 pages and totalling roughly 

423,300 (for the most part readily legible) words. Condition 

and size vary, but the majority of the diaries are in good order, 

with robust stitching and the outer covers firmly attached. 

Giving the extended, seldom seen perspective of a group of 

recently retired individuals on a momentous period in British 

history, insight into their experience of aging, illness and death, 

and the manner in which they cope with these universal trials 

during the six years of WW2, when they are under great 

pressure to reengage more actively with wider society to help 

the war effort. Taking in such matters as class prejudice, rapidly 

shifting social boundaries, changing gender roles and the impact of technology on domestic life. They also show the 

development of a versatile & committed diarist, gradually finding his voice and bending the medium to suit the 

shifting needs of the moment.  

Henry Maurice Surtees Tuckwell 

(b. 1872 d. 16th October 1951), 

worked as an engineer, with an 

impressive C.V., including the 

Royal Navy and the Daimler 

Motor Company Ltd., before 

retiring in 1936. The diaries cover 

the complete period of his 

retirement to Little Woodlands, 

Combe Lane, Wormley, Surrey at 

the age of 66. Where he lived with 

his sister, Gertrude Mary Tuckwell (b. 1861 D. 1951), the notable trade unionist and author, who became the first 

woman magistrate of London in 1919, to whom he is devoted, and mentions on most days. The final diary gives great 

detail of her last days and death on August 5th 1951, and continues to 9th October 1951, a week before Henry’s 

own death.  

The earlier diary is that of their mother, Rosa Surtees Tuckwell, who was married to William ‘radical parson’ Tuckwell. 

Rosa’s sister was Emilia Francis Strong, AKA Lady Dilke, author, historian, feminist and trade unionist, who had a 

profound influence upon her niece, Gertrude. 

£4,000 



Rosa’s diary is approximately 150 pages, bound in black Rexine, the front cover nearly detached, with a small paper 

label attached. It is quite densely filled cover to cover, though with a few blanks and some excised sections of pages. 

Primarily day-to-day matters, much concern for her 

son, Maurice [H. M. S. Tuckwell] who has recently 

married Hilda (Annie Hilda Tuckwell (née Leonard)) 

and had a baby, there are several urgent telegrams 

from him regarding the baby’s health, including 

(clearly superfluous) written instructions on how to 

look after the baby tipped-in. Her daughter, Marion 

also features regularly, with several letters loosely 

inserted, including one from Weymouth with a 

sketch of the front. There are a few botanical 

cuttings, which are labelled, and newspaper cuttings 

regarding Rev. William Tuckwell’s sermons and 

teachings. Some pages are devoted to discussions of 

English literature and literary matters. There is also 

family and parish gossip, notes on the weather and 

remarks regarding her own and her family’s health. 

Of particular interest is a trip to the Lake District, 

which includes a detailed description of men’s 

wrestling at the Grasmere Sports.  

Henry’s wife, Annie Hilda Tuckwell (née Leonard b. 1875), died on 20th October 1937 and this presumably prompted 

the dramatic change of lifestyle. The way that the diaries develop, becoming more lucid and personal in content after 

the first two, suggest either that he was not a regular diarist before this period or that previously they had been 

confined in purpose to practical matters such as organising his professional life. Although he still has his sister 

Gertrude to converse and share jokes with, the entries become in part the written repository of the day-to-day 

confidences, hopes and worries he would previously have shared with his wife. Their only son, also named Henry 

Tuckwell, died in 1924 at the age of 26, he was survived by his 

wife, Edith Fanny Tuckwell (née Chancellor), who died in 1937 at 

the age of 57, leaving Richard “Dick” Maurice Tuckwell (1919-

1984) as the sole surviving progeny of the union. The orphaned 

Dick, Henry’s Grandson, figures in the diaries almost as largely as 

Gertrude, marrying twice at a young age, a wartime marriage to 

somebody initially perceived as “below his station” in 1944, and 

then again in 1950. A not readily placed “Jen” inhabits the annexe, 

and Henry’s sister, Marion Ethel Tuckwell and her husband, Edwin 

“Ted” Sharpe Grew visit regularly.  



Henry is little prone to introspection and his engineering background seems to have equipped him with the tools to 

be a useful chronicler of events, personal, local and global, with regular habits, a concise style and the happy knack of 

recording the most salient details, including snatches of conversation, managing to give the reader a remarkably 

holistic sense of the times and locality in which he lived. 

The family are from the upper 

end of the social scale, and 

Henry often notes the 

difficulties of finding good 

domestics and reliable 

gardeners, also providing 

snatches of insight into their 

lives, characters and 

relationships. His perspective 

is technologically and 

scientifically progressive but 

in the main socially, spiritually 

and politically conservative. 

Much of his world view can be 

gleaned from his responses to two major events within a short time: Attlee’s Labour landslide victory is summed up 

in four words as: “the appalling election news”, while the dropping of the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima prompts 

him to write: “great news of the Atomic Bomb 20000 times as explosive as our 10 Ton Bombs! A marvellous 

scientific achievement.”. The latter observation follows directly on from some musings about dwarf beans, the natural 

world appearing in harsh juxtaposition to man-made destruction, which occurs on several occasions, perhaps most 

strikingly during the Blitz when the 

bombing and the migratory habits of 

swallows are accorded equal status. 

Their location between Portsmouth and 

London, to both of which they travel 

regularly, means that they are on the 

flightpath of the bombers(enemy and 

allied) during the war. They are a 

patriotic and public spirited family, 

Gertrude is still concerned with legal and 

labour matters well into her eighties, 

Henry becomes an A.R.P. warden shortly 

after Dunkirk, and they take in a number 

of stray refugees and soldiers for short 

periods. 



Initially the primary purpose of the diaries is to record the purchase and renovation of Little Woodlands, both the 

house and garden. The house is relatively quickly dealt with, but interest in horticultural matters continues and 

deepens, the outbreak of war transforming it from a hobby to a blend of necessity and patriotic duty, with a wealth 

of detail regarding planting techniques, varieties, pest control and soil quality, with occasional diagrams, photographs 

and newspaper cuttings, and inevitably a concern with the ever changing weather. 

The diaries also contain a quantity of non-horticultural ephemera, photographs and letters, either tipped-in or 

loosely inserted at the relevant points, including several notes and a cheque from Gertrude Tuckwell, as well as a few 

photographs showing bomb damage. 

Some more quotes from the war period to give a sense of the H. M. S. T. diaries:  

“Several people wandering around our roads with luggage seeking rooms, but cottages are all full or ear-marked for 

children.” [Sept 1939, on the declaration of war]. 

“He said he had been a socialist for 35 years – would not fight. But he and his wife ran the 1st aid post and he was 

Air Warden.” [March 15th 1940] 



“Saw an airplane drop a torpedo by Stokes Bay Pier & a launch pick it up & tow it back. Hoisted on to the pier put on 

a lorry & taken back to the aerodrome. Very amusing talk to Mitchell the Beach Warden and a [???] instructor Rifle 

Man & G said a crack shot. He had caught a man with glasses & a map & no identity card the week before & had him 

arrested.” [on holiday near Gosport, May 1940] 

“Last night’s Radio made me feel I must do something national so after reading the paper to Gee [Gertrude], I went 

on the cycle to Edwards. He said his warden in New Road had left & suggested my taking his place. So he gave me 

the special respirator & books to study the duties & a plate to put on the gate.”. [June 1st 1940, shortly after 

Dunkirk] 

“I went up to the Station who had had a Red at 8.10pm! Planes had been overhead since 8pm. Suddenly a whistling 

rushing sound, Porter shouted look out he ran to the wall & I dodged inside the door & 3 fell in quick succession – 

saw whitish glow in the direction of the Stick Factory – went down there & found men who said they had fallen in the 

field behind. Smell of gunpowder but no light.” [Oct 4th 1940] 

“Ted & Marion confided to me at B’fast that it was their wedding day but said I was to keep it to myself. […] At 

dinner Ted bought down his last bottle of “Cantenac Brown” & disclosed the anniversary. Gee assumed great 

annoyance with me for not telling & having refused to be thoroughly mollified spilt some of the precious C.B. over 

Ted’s plate & the table in stopping Marion filling her glass.”. [10th Oct 1940 – an insight into the sibling 

relationships of the Tuckwells]  

“Tombstones broken & scattered & a huge crater which must have caused the upheaval of several coffins.” [21st Oct 

1940 – Wimbledon Cemetery, on the day after the anniversary of his wife’s death] 



“many planes going over, special constable at station. Went back & sat for a short time but I felt uneasy, & then great 

numbers of low flying planes came over.” [8th Dec 1940, one of the worst nights of the London Blitz] 

“Up the hill & by Witley Court found a small crowd & up lane to left fire engine followed up lane where a fierce fire 

was illuminating all round. Cooper there, had heard fighting overhead & saw plane crash. Small arms ammunition 

going off. Weird sight blazing plane, Swastika on tail lighted up by glare & figures moving about. Firemen [????] & 

giving orders. There was nothing I could do – back to LW where Jen gave me a cup of tea. Bed 3.30am.” [16th April 

1941] 

“Curious sermon by Robinson – Hitler antichrist – Satan comparing the Devil’s tempting Christ with H’s successful 

subjugation of countries – i.e., if you come under my protection I will give you &c” [Sunday 31st August 1941] 

“[Dick] borrowed £30 to buy a ring for Joan. […] [Joan’s mother] phoned to discuss the form of an “announcement” 

in the paper. When I told G she went up! & said we must stop it! But darling old thing cooled down after I had 

laughed at the suburban idea - & [???] said it showed just where the mother gave herself away.” [27th Nov 1941]  

“Doodle-bug over 3am very low & near woke me.” [27th June 1944, first mention of the V1 rockets, with a brief 

description the next day of where it struck nearby] 

“Dick here soon after 11am. Had been to Norman’s Lady Psychiatrist (fee £4.4.0!) He got some advice as to the 

professions he was suited for.”. [20th June 1945, a young man voluntarily seeking help with his mental health 

immediately after WW2, albeit apparently in a limited & specific fashion] 
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